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W/HOLE
2014 Installation

Wall, hole, rods.
1 channel for conducted sound

[Conducted sound can be perceived by people with normal 
hearing as well as those with impaired hearing - problems in 
the outer and/or middle ear]

Credits to Selen Ansen

After years spent in asylums, Antonin Artaud created the 
radio play “To have done with the judgement of god” 
which was banned the day before its scheduled 
broadcast as inflammatory, obscene and blasphemous 
[1947]. Artaud desired to cancel out the whole process of 
mediation and signification and sought ways for the work 
itself to reach the body directly. 
W/HOLE immerses the listener in a metonymic state of 
embodiment that encapsulates Artaud's impalpable idea 
of the “body without organs” and his attempt to think the 
unthinkable: how the body is mind and how the mind is 
also a body. Artaud's language is fragmented, and the 
desire it carries for physical transmission and 
transformation sutures the pieces together in the listener's 
body to regain its exaggeration. By inserting a metal rod 
through a hole in the wall and resting the mouth on it, the 
listener opens or closes the escape passage of the voice, 
offering it the bodily continuum “which robs me of the 
words that I have found, which reduces my mental 
tension, which is gradually destroying in its substance the 
body of my thought”.

When you will have made him a body without organs,
then you will have delivered him from all his automatic 
reactions and restored him to his true freedom.
Then you will teach him again to dance wrong side out
as in the frenzy of dance halls
and this wrong side out will be his real place.
To have done with the judgement of god (1947)
[final lines]













A Breathcrystal, Project Arts Centre, Dublin, Ireland (14 Apr – 30 June 2015)



A Breathcrystal, Project Arts Centre, Dublin, Ireland (14 Apr – 30 June 2015)



W/HOLE Expansion
The machine of being, 
or drawing to be looked at sideways
2016, Installation, production of Overtoon
2019-2020, expansion with Samuel Beckett’s (w)hole

Machine (cabinet dimensions 150x150x25cm) fixed 
on metal construction (50cm height), Mignon Index 
Typewriter, Inox Rods, Step Stools, Episcope 
Projector, 7 Typed Pages, Booklet

11 channels for conducted sound

[Conducted sound can be perceived by people with 
normal hearing as well as those with impaired 
hearing - problems in the outer and/or middle ear]

Fragmented internal monologues around the clash between the self 
and its otherness, capitalism and being, abjections and obsessions 
with signs, words, numbers and vibrations as embodied conditions 
are the subject matter of this installation. The concept is based on a 
pictogram by Antonin Artaud entitled "The machine of being, or 
drawing to be looked at sideways" and its meta-representation or 
functional transformation into a circulating thought that resides in 
minds and mutates in bodies. On the back of the machine cabinet, a 
diagram connects 11 holes "filled with sound or stocked with 
silence", referring to factual and fictional connections between 6 
humans and 2 animals: Antonin Artaud, Carl Solomon, Allen 
Ginsberg, Wilhelm Reich, Erik Satie, Samuel Beckett, Lamb and 
Rooster. Speech/voice is transmitted from each hole directly to the 
inner ear of the visitor by inserting a metal rod and resting the mouth 
on it (conductive sound perception). With this physical and 
penetrating act, the visitor invades the machine and is 
simultaneously invaded by it, becoming part of the machine or the 
machine becoming part of the human body; conveying their own 
metonymic status of the human-machine subject (here the 
composite is incorporated as a synthesis or prosthesis into the 
subject's identity beyond humanising the machine or mechanising 
the human). The speech/voice conjunctions are decoded on the 
typed pages. The text written on both sides of transparent paper 
(filling in the blanks) refers to the objective-subjective side, data and 
symbol, complementing and opposing each other. Since the 
readable side is the trace of the original (typed backwards through 
carbon sheets), each page is intended for double-sided 
observation, a process that emphasises the materiality of the textual 
condition, a text that re(de)constructs itself, a textual corpus in the 
process of being transformed into a body of completeness. Booklets 
with first-person texts addressed to the other (side) articulate the 
rationale of this co-referential parallelism.
There is no particular side from which to observe or perceive this 
work, nor a beginning, middle or end point. The whole work and 
each part of it can be conceived from a personal point of view, a 
subjective experience of time or a thought process.





















Où sont les sons? CENTRALE For Contemporary Art, Brussels  (20 April 2017 – 10 September 2017) Photo: Marc Wathieu





MAAC, Brussels, Belgium (14 April – 14 May 2016) Photo: Pierre Ghyssens



MAAC, Brussels, Belgium (14 April – 14 May 2016) Photo: Renaud Schrobilgten



Coup de Ville, WARP, Sint-Niklaas, Belgium (9 September – 9 October 2016)











Creatures 
Performances 2012 – 2014

Video Documentation
https://vimeo.com/306832624
Across the Great Divide: Creative Human-Machine 
Improvisations. International conference. Onassis 
Cultural Center, Athens & Q-02 Brussels.

Creatures Cluster
Site specific installations
2014 - in progress

Free-form oscillator circuits, metal wires, lights, 
jumper wires, Axoloti core

A co-production of HISK and Overtoon
Credits to Johannes Taelman (Axoloti Platform), 
Ralf Schreiber & Christian Faubel

Video Documentation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CPLkNdhOH0
Sense of Sound, Z33 House for Contemporary Art, 
Hasselt, Belgium (March - May 2014)
https://vimeo.com/193541053
Red Dawn, Hisk, Ghent, Belgium (Nov - Dec 2014)

The Creatures are autonomous modules that draw their 
energy from light to generate a variety of soft sounds or 
pulsating movements. They are developed using two simple 
analogue oscillator circuits inspired by living organisms: the 
Suneater and the Solar Sound. The Suneater (invented by 
Mark Tilden) is a circuit designed to harvest energy from light 
to produce pulsed motion. The Solar Sound module (invented 
by Ralf Schreiber) emits a variety of gentle sounds 
depending on the intensity of light received by its solar cell. 
As it is impossible to reproduce identical circuits, each 
Creature is unique.

The project began in 2012 with sound performances in 
various transformations: Creatures Sextet, Ensemble and 
Orchestra. The performing synthesis was determined after an 
intensive period of observation of the interrelated sound 
patterns that occurred between specifically connected 
modules in series receiving controlled light intensity. The 
output was an amalgam of structured improvisation elicited 
by manipulated light sources, while the generated sound 
patterns were amplified and mixed live. The final 
performance took place at transmediale 2014, and from then 
on the project moved towards greater autonomy through the 
realisation of site-specific installations.

https://vimeo.com/306832624
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CPLkNdhOH0
https://vimeo.com/193541053


Transmediale Festival 2014, HKW, Berlin. The Creatures Ensemble, Performance (30 Jan 2014)



NOVAXX 2019, Centre Wallonie- Bruxelles |Paris (November 2019 – January 2020) 

The Creatures Cluster is an apparatus of interconnected 
modules and light sources that reciprocally affect each other. As 
a web built entirely in space, the sculptural, kinetic and acoustic 
nature of the synthesis refers to an open nervous system, a 
symbiotic system or an ecosystem. From an anti-authoritarian 
point of view, and in preserving the autonomous, organic and 
self-sustaining nature of the cluster, no programming is used to 
trigger interactions. Instead, the modules and light sources are 
directly connected to evoke light intensities that register 
changes in the oscillatory activity of the cluster, in line with the 
concept of autopoiesis [a system capable of reproducing and 
maintaining itself]. The light sources are thus organically 
integrated into the functioning of the cluster, which is fed by and 
fed back into the oscillatory activity of the creatures. As a result, 
the system is constantly responding to changing conditions, 
creating new patterns of light and oscillation, and the causal 
reasoning continues ad infinitum between potential chaos and 
homeostasis.

In this artificial coexistence of electronic modules, created by the 
ramifications of the matrix code, the cluster, as an organism, and 
each individual creature, as an organ, become available and 
vulnerable to all combinations, to all connections, to all 
modifications. It even becomes its own antibody by overturning 
its defences, by unravelling its code, so that it always escapes 
forms of representation, always shifts its sources of origin, 
carries its voice from a single body into a web. Thus, while 
homeostasis appears as an impossible state, an improbable 
condition, its eventual attainment in the symbolic world is offered 
as catharsis and significance to programmed machines. The 
result of this symbiosis or contiguity of the self with the same is, 
therefore, a matter of actively maintaining fairly changing 
conditions of survival or methodising the intention of confronting 
oneself or becoming the object of the observer's gaze in the 
panopticon from a deterministically unpredictable point of view.







Máquina loca. Teatros del Canal, Madrid, Spain (March 2021)



Hyper Organisms. iMAL, Brussels (24 June - 20 September 2021) Photo: Caroline Lessire



Hyper Organisms. iMAL, Brussels (24 June - 20 September 2021) Photo: Caroline Lessire



In the Place of the Insect,
as an Echo of Itself
2021, Site-specific Installation
Production of the LUFF 2021

Tree, anti-frost cover for plants (~400 m²), 
cicadas recorded sound, paver concrete 
blocks with QR code

Video Documentation
https://vimeo.com/653161480

Displaced signs of captive behaviour, written in the paradoxical sense of listening to 
oneself, clearly hearing another. Heterotopias and notions of becoming. Animals emit 
signs. Animals emerge as creatures characterised by their ability to last, to remain, to 
survive. Let us observe the periodic cicadas, their life cycle, their resurrection from the 
earth, their metamorphosis into a winged form and their voice. The life of a cicada begins 
with the laying of an egg in the bark of a tree. A nymph cicada hatches, falls to the 
ground and tunnels into the earth to live underground for up to 17 years. On a warm night 
in the designated year interval, all the instars tunnel to the surface and make their way 
back to the tree. A split opens along the back of the nymph's skeleton and it pushes itself 
out, leaving behind an exoskeleton known as exuvia. It completes the moulting process 
overnight, and in this vulnerable, whitish post-shedding form it will wait for its new body 
to harden and darken. The cicada will fly, sing, mate and die within a few weeks. 
Bizarre transformations, non-existent forms, a phantom performance with a consistent 
voice. Physical pre-objects, non-objects, hyper-objects in a post-functional creation for a 
trans-biological long-lasting voice. Where is its place in the phonosphere? Is it a somatic 
or immaterial voice? Every voice echoes its somatic origins, but this one ultimately 
escapes the confines of the bodily form. The cicada embodies the paradox, the riddle of 
the voice, both a symptom of the body and a triumph over physical matter. It can be a 
meta-physical voice, not in the sense of being beyond the realm of the physical, but in 
the sense of involving another materiality, beyond or below that located in spatio-
temporal reality. It is its own material logic, a meta-physical corporeality, associated with 
the seductive song of the Sirens, semi-human, semi-animal, semi-goddesses. The cicada 
represents the paradox of carrying the voice beyond death: mortal in its phenomenology, 
immortal in its sound [1], a mourning of procrastination. Species of time, taxonomies of 
belonging, phototaxis, phonotaxis, metamorphic trans-species in synchronous 
emergences, pulsating chorusing attacks from the transcendental nowhere. Strange 
coincidences, some humans call them synchronicities. The risk to an individual who 
remains synchronised is less than the risk to one who breaks synchrony. There is safety 
in numbers; there is a hybrid process that takes no place in the chorusing, decentralised
circling of cicadas in the mind. As if they know that their audience lives online.
Towards an impossible search for an identity, a return to the previous future era, a 
passage to existence, a captive behaviour to freedom, an opening of temporality and 
placelessness. Caught in the cycles of extinction and reanimation, refugees from bodies 
and senses. In this perpetual, semi-spherical, semi-tonal, semi-embodied endgame, 
where residues still meet, organisms seek to form an open closure to externalise their 
interiority. Co-existence continues in a non-present form in periodic phases.

[1] Pauline A. LeVen. Music and Metamorphosis in Greco-Roman Thought. Cambridge University Press, 
2020. Chapter 3 - Cicadas: On the Voice p.79-106.

https://vimeo.com/653161480


LUFF 2021. Esplanade of the Casino de Montbenon, Lausanne, Switzerland.



When the Muses, goddesses of the arts, were born, an ancient race of men sang non-stop until they died, after which 
they transformed into cicadas.


